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Abstract 

In the vibroacoustic studies of coupled fluid-structure systems treated by finite 
element method, reducing the size of the problem is important because we must 
add all the degrees of freedom of the fluid domain to those of the structure. We 
propose a modal synthesis method for solving this type of problem, coupling dy-
namic substructure of Craig and Bampton type and acoustic subdomain based on a 
pressure formulation.  The application of the proposed method is performed on a 
boat propeller with four blades, in air and water. Our numerical results are con-
fronted to some experimental study which allows validate jointly the calculation 
process and the proposed method. 
 

Keywords: Fluid-structure interaction; reduction of model; vibroacoustic; modal 
synthesis. 

1. Introduction 

Fluid-structure interaction relates the study of behaviour of a solid in contact with 
a fluid, whose the response may be strongly affected by the action of the fluid.  
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The vibrations alter the integrity of the structure and must be predicted to prevent 
accelerated wear of the system by fatigue of the material or his destruction when 
the vibrations exceed a certain threshold. 
 Currently multiple problems of coupling fluid-structure arise for example in en-
vironmental engineering, in aeronautics, in the transportation industry, and naval 
industry where the study of the response of coupled systems remains a delicate 
subject [3, 6]. The study of these phenomena requires a vibroacoustic analysis, 
which resulted the specific scientific research on behavior at frequencies in struc-
tures [1, 5]. 
 So we understand the importance of establishing in advance of any realization of 
reliable numerical models to predict such behavior. However, the complexity of 
the phenomena studied is reflected in the costs of prohibitive computation, so it is 
possible to build reduced order models for these problems based on reduction 
techniques developed in the both areas. These techniques will bring writing the 
systems of small dimensions obtained from the analysis of a classical numerical 
formulation. 
We propose a modal synthesis method for solving this type of problem, coupling 
dynamic substructure of type Craig and Bampton and subdomain based on an 
acoustic pressure formulation. Using these methods is justified by both the nu-
merical advantages and the treatment of problems of large dimensions. However, 
the application of a modal synthesis method to a coupled problem vibroacoustic 
raises two crucial problems related on the one hand to the choice of acoustic for-
mulation and on the other hand the choice of the method of subdomain associated. 
Our application is realized on a boat propeller with four blades, in air and water. 
The numerical study is conducted using a Matlab code coupling with the finite 
element code Ansys. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, this 
numerical study is confronted with an experimental study [2] which allows vali-
dating jointly the calculation process and the proposed method. 
 

2. Vibroacoustic problem 

Given the complexity of mechanical systems of fluid-structure interaction, the 
numerical and experimental classical methods of mechanical vibration are costly, 
sometimes even unusable. The methods of substructure and subdomain appear as 
the most effective way to realize the vibratory study of the whole from dynamic 
areas constituting the system [4]. The modal synthesis imposes study first each 
component separately to determine their basis of projection. Each substructure is 
represented by a projection basis composed of dynamic modes and static de-
formed at the interfaces. In this work, we adopt the technique of type 
Craig-Bampton.  

2.1.Problem statement 

We consider an acoustic fluid in a rigid cavity, in contact with an elastic structure. 
The variables used to describe the structure Ω and the acoustic cavity F are re- 
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spectively the displacement u and the pressure p. We note ρf the fluid density, C 
the speed of sound in the fluid, and ρs, E and ν are respectively the density, 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the structure. 
 In the sequel, the indexes s and f shall designate respectively the numbers of 
substructures and subdomains. Each substructure occupies a volume noted Ωs. 
Each subdomain fluid occupies a volume Ωf. The structure Ω is composed of Ns 
substructures Ωs (s = 1, ..., Ns) and the acoustic fluid F is constituted by Nf acous-
tic subdomains Ωf (f = 1, ..., Nf). Into we distinguish three types of interface, de-

fined as follows: ���′ � Ω� ∩ Ω�′
, ���′ � Ω� ∩Ω�′

 and ��� � Ω� ∩Ω�. 
L

ss’ denotes the interface (or junction) between the substructure Ωs and the sub-
structure Ωs’ (Lss’ = Ø if these two domains are not in contact). Lff’ represents the 
interface between the fluids subdomains Ωf and Ωf' (Lff’ = Ø in the absence of 
contact between the two subdomains fluid). L

sf  is the fluid-structure interface 
between the substructure Ωs and the fluid subdomain Ωf (Lff’ = Ø if Ωs and Ωf are 
not in contact). 
We assume that each substructure is modeled by finite elements. In a calculation 
by dynamic substructuring, the vibration behavior of substructure result of exter-
nal forces applied to them, and binding forces exerted over them other substruc-
tures. In a calculation by dynamic modal synthesis, the vibratory behavior sub-
domains result of external forces applied to them, and binding forces exerted over 
them other subdomains. Given the acoustic character of considered problem, we 
do not take into account here the effects related to gravity. 
 Before tackling the modal synthesis techniques adapted to vibroacoustic systems, 
we will develop the equations for the coupling between a substructure and a sub-
domain of the acoustic cavity. We will essentially use a formulation (us, pf) of the 
coupled problem. The structure part is represented by a displacement field and the 
acoustic part is represented by pressure field. 
 

For the substructure ��	,	� �� � ����� � ��� � ���′ in Ωs (1) � � 0   on  Lss                     (2) ��	�����	�� � ��������  on  Lss\Lsf   (3) 

 

For acoustic subdomain ∆�� � ���� �� � ��� � ���′ in Ωf    (4) �� � 0             on   Lff   (5) 
 

The coupling conditions ��	� ���	� � �����   on   Lsf    (6) � !�"! � �������   on   Lsf    (7) �� is the outward normal of the Ωs �� is the outward normal of the Ωf, 
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Lss  is the border of the substructure, #�� is the vector of external forces exerted on the substructure, #��′is the vector of the bonding forces exerted by the substructures s' adjacent to s. 
 Introducing the spaces of functions tested sufficiently regular and independent of 

time:	%&∗ � (�	|		� � 0	*�	+��, and % ∗ 	� (�� 		|	�� � 0	*�	+��,, the variation-

al formulations associated to substructure and acoustic subdomain is such that, 

find � ∈ 	%&∗  and  �� ∈ 	% ∗ such as ∀	v	 ∈ 	%&∗	01	∀	2	 ∈ 	% ∗. 
Taking into account the boundary conditions (6, 15): 

- The variational formulation of the substructure is: 

3 ���	Ω
4 ���5��	�6�7Ω 8 ω� 3 ρ9Ω

4 u;v7Ω � 3 F=;v>??\>?A dL � 3 F>;′>44′ vdL �3 pE>4! nE																    (8) ∀	v kinematically admissible 
- The variational formulation of acoustic subdomain: 

3 � !�GHΩ
! �I�GH 7Ω 8 ω� 3 JK�Ω

! pEq7Ω � ω� 3 u;nEqdL;>?A                  (9) ∀	q statically admissible. 
 

2.2 Finite element approximation 

After discretization by finite element method of the variational formulation (8) 
and in the case of the modal calculation we can write: M;	uO ; �	K;	u; �	F=; �	∑ RF>;′S,T?;′UJ;′V;  (10) 

where:(u;, � 	 WuX;uY;Z [\�] � ^\��� \�	�\	�� \		� _ [`�] � ^ �̀�� �̀	�	̀�� 	̀	� _ (u;,  the displacement vector of each substructure, (uX;,  the vector of internal 

degrees of freedom and Rua;S  the vector of degrees of freedom of junction. 

In complex notation the substructure Ωs satisfies the following equation:  (11) 

�K; 8 ω�M;�(u;, � (F=;, �bRF>;′ST?
;′UJ;′V;

 

After discretization by finite element method of the variational formulation (9) 
and in the case of the modal calculation we can write: EE	PEO � 	HE	PE � 	a=E �	∑ Ra>E′STAE′UJE′VE 	  (12) 

In complex notation we found:     (13) gHE 8	ω�	EEhRPES � 	 Ra=E S �	∑ Ra>E′STAE′UJE′VE              

The vector {PE} contains all the unknown degrees of freedom associated to the 

pressure (the degrees of freedom on the boundaries ΓiE  of imposed pressure 

known are not contained in these vectors). [Hf]  the mass matrix of fluid subdo 
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main Ωf, [Ef]  the stiffness matrix of the fluid subdomain Ωf and {aE} the vector 
of external equivalent pressures. Ra>E′S represents the accelerations at the interface between the acoustic subdomain 

Ω
f and the acoustic subdomain Ωf’. 

Assembling the equations (11) and (13) gives the algebraic system describing the 
vibroacoustic problem substructure / subdomain following: 

8	�� ^ M; 0
ρEL;Ej EE_ � kK; 8L;E0 HE l mu;pEn � mF=;a=E n � o∑ RF>;′ST?;′UJ;′V; 			

∑ Ra>E′STAE′UJE′VE
p           (14) 

qL;Er	is the matrix of coupling between the sub-structure Ωs and the subdomain 

fluid Ωf 

 

2.3 Synthesis modal 

For the structure: 
The modal synthesis method is to find the unknown displacement field on an ap-
propriate space of reduced dimension (Ritz transformation). For each substruc-
ture, this space is composed of dynamic modes and static deformed: u; �	 sφX;					ψa;t	WvX;va;Z � 	ϕ;v;	     (15) 

φX; are the modal vectors associated to dynamic natural modes of sub-structure, 

ψa;			are the modal vectors associated to the static deformed of substructure, vX;			is 

the vector of the generalized coordinates associated to natural modes of the sub-

structure, va; is the vector of the generalized coordinates associated to the static 

deformed of substructure and v; is the vector of the generalized coordinates of 
the substructure. 
The projection of the equation (11) on the basis of the substructure Ωs taking into 
account (15) we can write: �Kv; 8		ω�	Mv ;		�	(v;, � 	 (Fw=;, �	∑ RFw>;′STx;′UJ;′V; 	                       (16) 

Assuming that the dynamic natural modes and static deformed are organized as 
shown in formula (15) and considering that the natural vectors associated at the 
dynamic modes are normalized relatively to the modal mass unit. The generalized 
matrices mass and stiffness take the following form: Mv ; � 	 ^ I φ;zM9	ψ9	

ψ;zM9	φ9		 ψ;zM9	ψ9 _;   Kv; �	 ^ µ9 φ;zK9	ψ9	
ψ;zK9	φ9		 ψ;zK9	ψ9 _ {  is the identity matrix, 

µ9 is the diagonal matrix of the squares of the natural angular frequencies of the 
base. 
We prove in the case of the method of Craig-Bampton, that the normal modes and 
the constrained modes are orthogonal relative to the stiffness matrix whose ex-
tra-diagonal terms are therefore zero. 
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The equation of movement of the entire structure is obtained by combining the NS 
substructures in a global vector containing all the degrees of freedom of the struc-

ture: 〈u〉 � 	 〈uJ		u� 	… uTx〉	by projecting on the following equation: (u, � 	 [φ](v,                      (17)                    

where:   [φ] � ^φJ 00 φTx_  (v, � 	 � vJ⋮vTx� 
The assembly of the equation (16) leads to the following algebraic system: �Kv 8		ω�	Mv		�	(v, � 	 (Fw, � (Fw>,		  (18) 

where : [Mv] � 	 �Mv J ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ MvTx� ,  [Kv] � 	 �KvJ ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ KvTx� 
 

(Fw, � 	 � FwJ⋮FwTx� ,  {Fw>}� 	� ∑ Fw>J9′9′VJ⋮∑ Fw>T?9′9′VTx � 

 [Mv] and [Kv] are symmetric. And taking into account the conditions of compati-
bility at the interface, the continuity of displacements between substructure, the 
equation (19), and the equilibrium of the interface, equation (20), the last term of 
equation (17) disappear. RvaSJ � 	RvaS� � ⋯ �	RvaSTx �	 RvYS(19)             ∑ RFaSTx � 0Tx9UJ                     

(20)                
In fact the degrees of freedom {v} are not linearly independent. The linear rela-
tions between these degrees of freedom come from the equality of displacement at 
interface substructure / substructure. They can be expressed by a global matrix of 
connectivity [S]; {w}contains only the degrees of freedom linearly independent. 
For Craig and Bampton method the matrix [S] is Boolean.  
From equation (19) it is easy to show that this equation implies: [S]j[φ]j(F>, � 	 (0,                 (22) 
Thus, the following system is obtained after the projections of equation (21) on 
the equation (18): gKvv 8		ω�	Mvv 		h	(w, � 	 RF�S           (23)                  

where: qK�r � [S]j[Kv][S] , qM�r � [S]j[M�][S] and RF�S � 	 [S]j(Fw, 
 

For the fluid 
The physical degrees of freedom for each the fluid subdomain can now be com-
posed on their local modal basis as follows: RPES � 	 qψErRqES,			                  (24)     

[ψf] is the matrix of the selected modes to complaisant interfaces after truncation. RqES is the generalized coordinates vector associated to subdomain Ωf, containing  
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the coefficients associated at modes of complaisant interfaces well as the physical 
degrees of freedom of fluid junction. 
The projection of the equation (13) on the basis of subdomain Ωf can be writing: gHv E 8		ω�	EvE		h	RqES � 	 Raw=E S �	qψErj ∑ Ra>E′STxE′UJE′VE 	                     (25) 

where : qEvEr � qψErjqEErqψEr; qHv Er � qψErjqHErqψEr; Raw=E S � 	 qψErjRa=E S 
Assembling the Ns fluid subdomains in a global vector containing all the fluid de-

grees of freedom, organized as : 〈P〉 � 	 〈PJ		P�…	PTA〉. We replace it in equation 
(25) we find the following algebraic system: �H 8		ω�	E		�	(P, � 	 (a=, � (a>,  (26)               
where: 

[E] � 	 �EJ ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ ETA�,  [H] � 	 �H1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ HN

f

�    

(a, � 	� a1⋮
aN

f

� ,    {aL}�	� ∑ aL
1f′

fV1⋮∑ FL
ff′

f
′VNf

� 

The matrices [E] and [H] are symmetric.  
The local decomposition of equation (24) can be assembled as follows: (P, � 	 [ψ](q,                  (27)                      

where: [ψ] � 	 �ψ1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ ψN

f
�, (q, � 	� q1⋮

qN
f
� 

[ψ] is the matrix collecting the reduced modal bases of all fluid subdomains. 
The projection of the equation (27) on the equation (26) leads to the following al-
gebraic system: �Hv 8		ω2	Ev		�	(q, � 	 (awe, � (aL,   (28)                 
with: [Ev	] � [ψ]t[E][ψ]   [Hv] � [ψ]t[H][ψ] (awe, � 	 [ψ]t(ae, 
Taking into account the continuity conditions at the interface fluid/fluid (equal 
acceleration on these interfaces) will be assured by the matrix [T] such that: (q, � 	 [T](r,                        (29)                   
where {r} contains only linearly independent degrees of freedom. The matrix [T] 
characterizes the connectivity of fluid subdomains between them, and the matrix 
is Boolean. Taking into account the compatibility conditions at the interface, 
equation (23), the last term in equation (28) disappear: RaLf′S �	RaLf S � 	 (0,                 (30)                  

We can prove that this equation implies: [T]t[ψ]t(aL, � 	 (0,. Thus, the final sys-
tem to solve for the fluid domain can be written: �Hvv f 8		ω2	Evvf		� 	RrfS � 	 Ra�rfS        (31)                

where: 
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 sEvvft � qTfrt[Evf]qTfr      sHvvft � qTfrt[Hv f]qTfr Ra�rfS � 	 qTfrtRawef S 
Compared to the system (26), this model in practice is greatly reduced because its 
size is the number of orthogonal local modes retained after truncation, which must 
be added the total number of junction degrees of freedom. Like structures, the lat-
ter model can be subsequently condensed with the modal superposition method. 
 

For the vibroacoustic problem 

Structural and fluid degrees of freedom are grouped in a global vector: 〈u		p〉 � 	 〈u1		u2 	… uNS 			p1		p2…	pNf〉 
Taking into account the interaction between the substructure Ωs and subdomain 
fluid Ωf. The global matrix can be written: 

[L] � 	 � L11 ⋯ L1N
f⋮ ⋱ ⋮

LN
S
1 ⋯ LN

S
N
f

� 
qLSfr are implicitly zero when there is no interface between the substructure Ωs 
and the fluid subdomain Ωf. 
The equations (32) below can be assembled into a single equation: (u, � [S][φ](w, , (p, � [T][ψ](r,             �up� � 	 [C][R] �wr �                 (33)                         

where : [C] � 	 sS 0

0 T
t and [R] � 	 kφ 0

0 ψ
l 

Finally the vibroacoustic problem reduced by modal synthesis to solve is: 
 [C]t[R]t �8	�2 k M 0

ρ
f
L
t
E
l � sK 8L

0 H
t� [C][R] �w

r
� � �0

0
�      (34) 

 
 

3. Application to the propeller 
 

3.1 The propeller 

 

Today, the principle of the propeller finds many applications in various fields like 
marine (which also employed the front aviation), wind or nuclear (the principle of 
the turbine is derived from the propeller). But in aeronautics is more present in 
different forms: classical propellers, turbopropellers and turbojet engines (com-
posed of a series of compressors and turbines, propellers derivative). 
The propeller is the most important technical element on a boat. Its design and 
characteristics have a direct influence on performance energy. The propeller 
transforms the power supplied by the motor for the thrust propelling the boat on 
water. The propeller with four blades is the propeller type fastest laun- ched by 
Flexofold. Looking at the profile and cross section of the Flexofold four blades, 
we see a powerful form that will push the boat very well (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Propeller with four blades 

 

3.2 Numerical results 
 
Figure 2 shows the finite element model of the whole propeller and shows the fi-
nite element model of blade. The fluid and the structure are defined by their prop-
erties illustrated in Tables 1and 2.  
 
Table 1. Material properties of the structure 

E(pa) ν ρs (Kg.m-3) 

9.6� 1010 0.3 9200 

Table 2. Material properties of the fluid 
 
 
 

 
The numerical developments were done in Matlab and Ansys. The proposed 
method of the reduction of the model is applied to a simplified model of the pro-
peller made up of four substructures, and the acoustic cavity is subdivided into 
four subdomains acoustic. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The numerical calculations are performed on the whole structure and then on a 
single blade in air and water, the results are shown in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 
compared to experimental results [2]. 
 
 

Ρf (Kg.m-3) c (m.s-1) 

1000 1500 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Finite element model 
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Table 3. Natural frequency of the whole propeller in air 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4. Natural frequency of the whole propeller in water 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Natural frequency of the blade in air 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: Natural frequency of the blade in water 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (3) shows the first three modes of a single blade in air and water and Fig-
ures (4) shows the first three modes of the whole propeller in air and water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. The first three modes of blade in air and in water 
 
 

Modes ANSYS MATLAB EXPERIMENTAL 

R1 75.534 75.719 73 

R2 121.46 121.51 117 

R3 209.17 210.56 201 

Modes ANSYS MATLAB EXPERIMENTAL 

R1 37 .581 37.823 36 

R2 68.629 69.782 65 

R3 127.46 128.934 123 

Modes ANSYS MATLAB 

R1 74.863 74.952 

R2 119.82 119.958 

R3 205.58 206.96 

Modes ANSYS MATLAB 

R1 37.71 37.13 

R2 67.54 67.59 

R3 126.32 126.37 
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Figure 4. The first three modes of propeller in air and in water. 
 
 
 
The observation of a decrease in frequencies of the propeller in water shows that 
the effects of acoustic waves on the structure are correctly described by the nu-
merical calculation. Tables 3 and 4 give the results of calculation and measure-
ment in air and water carried on the whole propeller. Tables 5 and 6 show the 
calculation results in air and water for a single blade of propeller. The numerical 
calculation gives the comparable results to those obtained by experimentation 
with an uncertainty compared to that given by other authors [2, 7]. We have ob-
tained a model with a low degree of freedom which is capable of reproducing the 
main characteristics of the complete problem. 
 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 
This work proposes a numerical method for solving large vibroacoustic problem 
for the coupled fluid-structure systems, modeled by the finite element method.  
As a first step we established the basic equations of vibroacoustic problem using a 
displacement/pressure formulation for a substructure and a subdomain. After a 
finite element discretization, we lead to an algebraic system describing the cou-
pled problem substructure /subdomains. And combining structural and fluids de-
grees of freedom in a global vector, we lead to a large algebraic system, which 
was reduced by modal synthesis method. 
The application of the proposed method is performed on a boat propeller with four 
blades in air and in water. Comparison of our numerical results with those ob-
tained from experimentation allows validating jointly the calculation process and 
the proposed method in the field of frequency analysis of submerged structures to 
build a reliable model for fluid-structure interaction problems. 
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